Validity of generic risk factors and the strain index for predicting nontraumatic distal upper extremity morbidity.
Nine individual generic risk factors, eight combinations of generic risk factors, the presence of any generic risk factor, and the Strain Index were evaluated for 56 jobs by 2 evaluators blinded to morbidity measures. Jobs then were assigned to dichotomous hazard classifications (problem versus safe) according to recommendations from the literature. OSHA 200 logs were used to ascertain historical evidence of distal upper extremity (DUE) morbidity, and jobs were assigned to a dichotomous morbidity classification (positive versus negative) using none versus one or more recorded cases as the criterion. Evidence of association and measures of predictive validity were evaluated by comparing hazard and morbidity classifications using 2 x 2 contingency tables. Five individual generic risk factors, three generic risk factor combinations, and the presence of any generic risk factor were not associated with morbidity classification. The odds ratio estimates among the four individual generic risk factors and the five combinations of generic risk factors associated with DUE morbidity varied from 3.3-36.0. The Strain Index had the largest estimated odds ratio of any exposure factor at 108.3. The exposure methods were grouped according to patterns of predictive validity. With one exception, the individual generic risk factors and their combinations had high sensitivity with low specificity (many false-positives), low sensitivity with high specificity (many false-negatives), or low sensitivity with low specificity. The only generic risk factor that demonstrated reasonable predictive validity was the use of gloves--its sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were equal to 0.75. The Strain Index performed better than any of the individual or combinations of generic risk factors. Its sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were all approximately 0.90.